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ABSTRACT 

Capricorn Protocol is a collateral-based lending protocol supported by a basket of
assets on the chain. Relying on smart contract technology and implementation of
decentralized finance (DeFi), Capricorn Protocol issues a collateral-based coin
named CUSD and provides lending services based on collateral-based coin and
diversified assets on the chain.

The issuance mechanism of Capricorn Protocol will ensure that the price of
collateral-based coin CUSD is linked to U.S. $1 with various native cryptocurrency
assets or real-world assets on the chain as value support. In addition, Capricorn
Protocol will continue to expand the scale of CUSD rapidly and at low cost, and
finally make CUSD as a collateral-based coin widely accepted and using in the
field of DeFi.

On this basis, Capricorn Protocol will create decentralized lending services and use
NFT technology to connect real-world assets and customers, so that Capricorn
Protocol can provide efficient, low-cost, and stable lending services, and gradually
expand to other financial services in the future.

Eventually, Capricorn Protocol will serve as a connector between the real-world
and the DeFi world, and further become the fundamental and infrastructure of
the financial industry.

Capricorn Protocol will be deployed in various mainstream public chains
supporting smart contracts and will carry out cross chain asset interaction via
cross chain bridges.

PARTNERS



WHY DEFI

The Demand for DeFi in Real-world
DeFi is a decentralized financial system based on smart contracts, which can
operate without intermediaries such as banks or any financial company. The DeFi
application strives to provide services to real-world users in a non-restrictive,
global, and transparent manner based on blockchain technology. Since 2020, DeFi
has made great progress. Taking DeFi in financing application as an example, it
valued for more than tens of billions U.S. dollars. However, at present, the major
participants of all kinds of DeFi are just users in the field of cryptocurrency only.
Large scale of users with real-world assets who having financial service needs
have not successfully logged in to DeFi actually.

Build a bridge between the real-world and DeFi,
transfer the value of the real-world to DeFi,
and enable real-world customers, whether
enterprises or individuals, to enjoy the high
liquidity and low-cost financing services that
DeFi can bring to real-world.

At the same time, this integration of the real-
world and DeFi will also bring the value of DeFi
and the exponential growth of users, which
means huge opportunities and room for
growth are forthcoming.

DEFI Market cap



HOW CAPRICORN WORKS
Innovative collateral-based coin CUSD
Capricorn Protocol issues CUSD with a price linked to U.S. $1. Its issuance
mechanism has the following advantages

Diversified Value Support
Capricorn’s CUSD will adopt a diversified portfolio of chain assets as value support.
This mechanism is called "a basket of assets on the chain", like the Special
Drawing Right (SDR) composed of "a basket of reserve currencies". In addition to
cryptocurrency assets, real-world assets such as bonds, notes and accounts
receivable will also be introduced into the protocol to build up this basket step by
step. In this way, collateral-based coin will have relatively stable and diversified
asset reserves and establish a closer relationship with the real-world.

Efficient Utilization of Capital
A basket of assets on the chain become the collateral of the collateral-based coin
in a certain ratio to provide value support for the collateral-based coin . We call
this ratio as “collateral rate”. Different from other collateral-based coin with
excess collateral rate but low utilization of capital, such as DAI, Capricorn has a
mechanism to reduce the collateral rate. While maintaining the stability of the
price of the collateral-based coin , Capricorn gradually reduces the ratio of the
collateral until it reached the balance so as to improve the efficiency of capital
utilization.

Issuance Mechanism of the Protocol
The issuance of CUSD is decentralized under the control of smart contract of
Capricorn Protocol. The smart contract makes judgement on the market demand
according to the information from the blockchain oracle. When the market
demand increases, the issuance of collateral-based coin will increase, and when
the market demand decreases, the issuance of CUSD will decrease. This
decentralized issuance mechanism can ensure that the issuance of CUSD is stable.
Reflect the market demand to the greatest extent and ensure the stability and
continuous expansion scale of CUSD.

Integrating DeFi with Real-world Financial Services
Capricorn Protocol will provide efficient decentralized financial services based on
collateral-based coin and a basket of assets on the chain. It will be oriented to
native users in the DeFi world and normal users in the real-world. These financial
services are mainly lending services. With the development of the Protocol, more
financial services will be added and enriched in the future.



Asset Reserve Bank
Capricorn Protocol will establish an Asset Reserve Bank based on smart contract,
which is used to store a basket of assets on the chain, regulate the issuance of
collateral-based coin , and provide financial services based on assets reserved and
collateral-based coin s. The existence of Asset Reserve Bank enables users to
transfer assets into Capricorn Protocol with low threshold but high flexibility.
According to users’ respective needs, they can participate in the issuance of CUSD,
provide or accept lending and other DeFi financial services.

Connecting Real-world Assets
Capricorn Protocol has built an open NFT asset conversion interface to convert
real-world assets such as invoices, account receivables or royalties into NFT and
become an integral part of the basket of assets on the chain for Capricorn.

In this way, Capricorn will establish a connection with real-world assets, making it
possible to integrate and provide financial services based on the real-world
financial assets.

Capture of Value
The success of any DeFi project depends not only on the innovative of the project
itself, but also whether any benefit can be given to the involved users and funders,
which essentially comes from value capture of the dividend from the project
development. Capricorn Protocol designs a comprehensive and reasonable value
capture method to obtain the benefits from the process of project development
and share these benefits with the participated users and funders of Capricorn
Protocol. To push the establishment of Capricorn Protocol ecosystem faster, we
form a benign interaction and positive cycle between project development and
benefits.



TOKENOMICS

Capricorn Protocol uses two tokens to build up its tokenomic system, named
CUSD and CPT respectively.

CUSD is a collateral-based coin linked to U.S. $1. The goal of CUSD is that the
collateral-based coin can keep the price always at around U.S. $1 under the
conditions of huge circulation and wide application scenarios.

CPT is the economic token of Capricorn Protocol and is endowed with two main
roles, i.e., financial media and community governance.

Financial Media
The operation of Capricorn Protocol is committed to balance various key elements
such as collateral, collateral rate, price, return and scale. CPT is required as the
medium to connect all these elements. In addition, CPT will also be endowed with
value capture capabilities. In the development process of Capricorn Protocol, the
captured value will be given to CPT to encourage CPT holders to attract more
users and funders to participate in the ecosystem development. The ecosystem is
constructed to realize the positive cycle of value capture and value growth.

Community Governance
CPT is endowed with the governance right of the community. To improve and
consolidate itself, Capricorn Protocol should keep the governance in high standard
continuously. The community achieves this goal by exercising the governance right.
The holders of CPT have this kind of governance right and governs Capricorn
Protocol by voting.

Token Allocation
A total number of 1 billion token
will be allocated as follow.

Foundation 10%
Team 13%
Marketing and business partners 5%
Investment 22%
Community 50% (mining)



COMPARING WITH EXISTING STABLECOINS

With the evolution of cryptocurrency technology and market demand in recent
years, the circulation scale of collateral-based coin s have reached a level that
should be noted, and the corresponding market segments have been formed:
centralized stablecoins, collateral backed stablecoins and algorithm collaterals.
According to the transaction volume and the number of coin holders of these
stablecoins, here are three stablecoins that are more successful with the highest
market acceptance, they are USDT, DAI and UST.

We prepare to compare CUSD with these three collateral-based coin s from 4
perspectives, i.e., stability, expansibility, capital efficiency and decentralization, to
better illustrate why CUSD is a collateral-based coin with balanced advantages.

USDT:
The centralized stablecoins include USDT and USDC which USDT issued by Tether
is the most widely accepted stablecoin for the time being. Due to its essence of
centralization, USDT can be regarded as an extension of the U.S. dollar controlled
by U.S. sovereignty, rather than a real decentralized stablecoin. Moreover, as we
know, since USDT is criticized for its opacity, there are many queries or challenges
about its actual value. Compared with CUSD's decentralized value supported by a
basket of assets on the chain, it follows the trend of decentralized development of
collateral-based coin s, and its transparency ensures the certainty of future
development.

DAI:
DAI issued by MakerDao can be regarded as a native decentralized stablecoin,
which has a high degree of acceptance in the field of DeFi. One more similar is
LUSD. This kind of stablecoin is based on the value supported by excess value of
collaterals, that is, the collateral with a value of U.S. $150 can mint a DAI with a
value of $100. However, a sharp fluctuation of the price will cause liquidation.
Excess collateralization means inefficiency of capital utilization, which also delays
the expansion of DAI circulation scale. CUSD adjusts the collateral ratio
scientifically according to external environmental factors, which not only have a
better capital utilization efficiency, but also a faster scale in growth and faster
establishment of creditability of stablecoins.



UST:
UST is a collateral-based coin issued by Terra, which is purely algorithm driven
without any collateral. With the application matrix in their own ecosystem as well
as the capital supported by Terra, UST has reached a considerable circulation scale.
However, considering the essential concepts and rules of CUSD, CUSD has a more
solid foundation against fluctuations and up & down cycles of the market because
it is supported by the value of a basket of assets on the chain covering
cryptocurrency assets and traditional financial assets. In the long run, the stability
of CUSD will be appeared as the advantage. Furthermore, CUSD adopts building
up on an open ecosystem, which can integrate with the existing DeFi ecosystem
and traditional finance perfectly and have a stronger network effect.

In addition, different from all existing s in the market, Capricorn Protocol is
positioned as the connector between collateral-based coin the real world and the
DeFi world. In other words, which is also connecting to larger values, more users,
and enterprises in the real-world traditional financial system. CUSD integrates the
concept and technology of decentralization with the demand and scale of
traditional finance. Capricorn create new applications of collateral-based coin to
different scenarios of traditional financial system. We open the door for you to the
new world of DeFi.

USDT DAI UST CUSD

stability 

capital efficiency

decentralization

scalability



ISSUANCE OF CUSD 

CUSD Minting
When the average transaction price of CUSD obtained from the oracle is higher
than U.S. $1.05, Capricorn Protocol will trigger minting, with the purpose of
reducing the collateral rate after completion of minting.

When a U.S. $1 CUSD is minted, the smart contract takes a total of $1 worth of
collateral and CPT from the Asset Reserve Bank based on the current collateral
rate. For example, when the collateral rate is 100%, U.S. $1 worth of USDC is
required to mint 1 CUSD. When the collateral rate is 50%, U.S. $0.5 worth of USDC
and U.S. $0.5 worth of CPT is required to mint 1 CUSD, which U.S. $0.5 worth of
CPT will be burned after minting.

In addition, 0.5% of seigniorage will be collected during the minting process and
the minting formula is listed as follow

M = 0.05 * C * Cp

M is CUSD minting quantity
C is CUSD circulation quantity
Cp is the circulation adjustment coefficient

The issuance of CUSD is determined by the market demand. When the demand
rises, the Asset Reserve Bank calls a basket of assets on the chain to forge
collateral-based coin s into circulation. When the demand decreases, the Asset
Reserve Bank redeems the collateral-based coin s to reduce circulation..

The Protocol measures the market demand through the average transaction price
of CUSD and determines whether it is necessary to mint or redeem the collateral-
based coin s. It is important to take note that the basket of chain assets as
collateral for the collateral-based coin s is gradually diversifying. At the beginning,
only a few types of assets are used as collateral. With the development of the
Protocol, a basket of assets on the chain will gradually introduce more native
cryptocurrency assets as well as assets from the real-world as diversified
collaterals



Collateral Rate Adjustment Formula:

CRa = CRb - 0.25% 

CRa is the collateral rate after adjustment
CRb is the collateral rate before adjustment

The Quantity of collateral and CPT required to mint CUSD:

T = M * CR / Pc
S = M * (1 - CR) / Ps

T is the quantity of collateral required for minting
S is the quantity of CPT required for minting
M is the quantity of CUSD minted
CR is the collateral rate
Pc is the collateral price
Ps is CPT price



CUSD Redemption
Compared with the minting of Capricorn Protocol, redemption is a reverse process.
That is, CUSD is injected to the mint in exchange for collateral and CPT, and finally
burned the portion of CUSD to reduce the overall circulation.

When the average CUSD transaction price obtained from the oracle is lower than
U.S. $0.95, Capricorn Protocol will trigger the redemption and then the collateral
rate will be increased after the redemption is completed.

The total value of the collateral and CPT exchanged for redemption is U.S. $1, of
which the value of the collateral is U.S. $1 * the square of the collateral rate, and
the rest of the value is provided by CPT. Moreover, it should be noted that the
value of the collateral exchanged will not exceed the current CUSD average
transaction price.

For example, suppose the current CUSD average transaction price is U.S. $0.9 and
the collateral rate is 80%. At this time, if 1 CUSD is redeemed, Capricorn Protocol
will exchange that CUSD by worth U.S. $0.64 USDC and worth U.S. $0.36 CPT, and
then 1 CUSD will be burned after redemption. Assuming that the current CUSD
average transaction is U.S. $0.6, the collateral rate is 80%. At this time, if 1 CUSD is
redeemed, worth U.S. $0.6 USDC and worth U.S. $0.4 CPT will be exchanged, and
then 1 CUSD will be burned after redemption.

CUSD for redemption comes from the Asset Reserve Bank. The smart contract will
call CUSD in the Asset Reserve Bank for redemption directly.

Redemption Formula

R = 0.05 * C * Cp

R is CUSD redemption quantity
C is CUSD circulation quantity
Cp is the circulation adjustment coefficient



Collateral Rate Adjustment Formula:

CRa = CRb + 0.25%

CRa is the collateral rate after adjustment
CRb is the collateral rate before adjustment

The Quantity of collateral and CPT obtained for redemption of CUSD:

T = R * CR*CR / Pc
S = R * (1 – CR*CR) / Ps

T is the quantity of collateral obtained for redemption
S is the quantity of CPT obtained for redemption
R is the quantity of CUSD redeemed
CR is the collateral rate
Pc is the collateral price
Ps is CPT price



LENDING SERVICES 
Capricorn Protocol provides CUSD lending services through Asset Reserve Bank.
Users can work under Capricorn lending protocol to lend or borrow CUSD,
cryptocurrency assets and/or real-world assets supported by a basket of assets on
the chain.

Recognition of Collaterals
Enterprises can convert the financial instruments (such as accounts receivable,
etc.) in their supply chain into NFT-based collateralized lending vouchers through
NFT Asset Adapt to obtain credit facility for lending.

Provision of Assets
Users can transfer their CUSD or other assets held in the Asset Reserve Bank to
the asset pool for lending to other users who need to borrow.

Borrowing of Assets
For users who want to borrow CUSD or other assets in the Asset Reserve Bank,
they must provide cryptocurrency assets or real-world assets supported by a
basket of assets on the chain as collateral.

Fixed Rate Lending Mode
To establish CUSD lending pool, the lender deposits CUSD for fixed interest rate
return, and the borrower provides NFT-based collateralized lending voucher to
obtain CUSD loan.

Floating Rate Lending Mode
The borrowers with NFT-based collateralized lending voucher can post their
lending order in the platform listing out their requested interest rate and terms
for the lender with CUSD to choose and match.



Credit Line Entrustment:

Depositors can use the credit line generated based on their own assets and
authorize other third party to utilize it through Openlaw (a project that provides
valid legal protocol for Ethereum smart contracts) for borrowing from Capricorn,
that is, the depositor acting as guarantor to that third party borrower, so the
borrower can borrow without providing collateral. Through credit line
entrustment, on the one hand, depositors can obtain higher income, on the
other hand, borrowers can obtain unsecured loans from Capricorn.

In the future, users can set their own lending parameters and create their own
lending pool, thereby providing more lending options for the users.

Capricorn’s lending services are highly integrated with the real-world. By
introducing real-world assets, more lending opportunities can be explored.
Although the market scale of the existing cryptocurrencies is growing rapidly,
there is a huge gap as compared with the real-world market in terms of volume.
Furthermore, the original demand category of the DeFi market is relatively
simple, they just focus on mining, arbitrage, trading, investment etc. The volume,
types of assets, number of users and demand categories in the real-world
market are far beyond the cryptocurrency fields, which means a huge amount of
capital and great potential and demand are forthcoming.



Asset Connector
By making a set of smart contracts and combining the NFT technology, Capricorn
Protocol is the connector of real-world assets which linked up most of the global
financial assets in the markets, covering royalties, invoices, godown warrants,
account receivables, and any other kind of qualified collaterals which can be used
as collateral to participate in the minting, pledging, and lending of collateral-based
coin under the lending protocol. Having this solution, Capricorn Protocol can
assist enterprise or individual users to tokenize their assets quickly and easily.

Capricorn Protocol integrates real-world assets into DeFi, which addressed the
pain point of the enterprises sharply, that is, some of the financial assets currently
in hands cannot be well used for improving enterprises’ liquidity. However,
Capricorn can help transforming those assets under the legacy and isolated
processes into the assets with liquidity, integrity, and compliance with the new
financial ecosystem, which can connect and interact with each other.

In addition, Capricorn Protocol will cooperate with some other asset securitization
applications such as Securitize and use their compliance services to solve some
problems in the integration process of real-world assets. After all, compliance is
indispensable for serving enterprise users in the real-world.



ASSET RESERVE BANK
Capricorn’s Asset Reserve Bank is an open asset pool based on smart contracts.
Many asset pools are composed of different baskets of assets on the chain. It can
be a cryptocurrency asset pool such as BTC, ETH and USDC, or an NFT asset that
has been tokenized by assets such as streaming media royalties, account
receivable etc.
eTaking this as an example, enterprises lock the NFT of tokenized real-world assets
into the smart contract as collateral. The value of these NFTs is determined by the
external service provider through the pricing oracle. Once NFT price is fixed, the
enterprise can lend based on the value of the assets collateralized, and then the
system will lock these collaterals. After the enterprise returned the collateralized
assets, the NFT will be unlocked and allowed to be withdrawn by the user.

Using these asset pools, whether native users in the DeFi world, individual or
enterprise users from the real-world, they can put all kinds of assets they hold into
the asset pool as collateral and choose to participate in the minting or borrowing
of collateral-based coin according to their needs and obtain the benefits from
these businesses ultimately.

To encourage more users to join and put more assets into the pool of Capricorn
Protocol, Capricorn’s revenue and governance token CPT will be distributed as an
incentive for asset providers. Each asset pool will be allocated a certain proportion
of CPT tokens to reward the asset providers constantly.



APPLICATION SCENARIOS

Without a wide range of application scenarios, any form of collateral-based coin
can only be a financial by-product, not a real circulating currency. For all kinds of
existing collateral-based coin s, limited application scenarios will only become a
shackle restricting its further development. Therefore, Capricorn Protocol plans to
expand the application scenarios of collateral-based coin endlessly.

Firstly, Capricorn Protocol will actively cooperate with other DeFi applications with
practical application scenarios, so as to make CUSD have a stronghold in the DeFi
world. After CUSD has a certain scale, Capricorn Protocol will start to develop the
application of synthetic assets. Through the application of synthetic assets, CUSD
will be used to mint more derivative products. In addition to increasing the
demand of CUSD, using of synthetic assets can provide a better basis for CUSD to
develop application scenarios. Finally, based on CUSD and its derivatives,
Capricorn Protocol can further expand the application scenarios of CUSD to
various segments of the cryptocurrency industry, such as metaverse and payment
gateway, making CUSD as a widely accepted collateral-based coin like USDT and
DAI.

After CUSD is widely accepted by the market as well as the users, Capricorn will
enter the stage of integration with traditional industries. At this stage, we will
expect the perfect combination of Capricorn and real collaterals. We will bring
real-world physical assets to the DeFi world, aiming to reduce the financing cost
for small and medium-sized enterprises and provide a stable source of income for
DeFi investors, which has nothing to care about the fluctuation in value of floating
encrypted assets.

For example, in the field of supply chain finance, Capricorn will demonstrate its
value as a collateral-based coin lending protocol by providing financing for
enterprises.

Generally, large shippers will defer payment to logistic companies for 45 days, and
in some cases for more than 3-4 months. The logistic company in the downstream
of the supply chain is encountered the dilemma of shortage of working capital
flow, which greatly limited the operations and development of the company. Now,
this problem will be effectively solved in Capricorn ecosystem.



In the beginning, the company can upload the transaction invoices, bill of lading
and other vouchers into the Capricorn system and turn them into valuable assets.
After the evaluation and assessment is completed by an independent third-party
trust company, Capricorn will link these bills to the blockchain through the oracle,
and then will convert them into NFT tokens. After the tokenization, these will be
entered into the lending pool. At this time, the company, is now the lending
initiator, can set the interest rate and repayment cycle to initiate the lending
request. Finally, the bills of the company can be discount immediately at a very
low costing. To ensure the safety of users and enterprises in Capricorn, we will
entrust an independent third-party trust company to evaluate the assets on the
chain, manage and liquidate when necessary to ensure the rights and interests of
all platform users.

When the company accumulate a certain degree of credit rating in lending on the
platform, the company can also conduct more high-level financing on the
platform. Under the COVID-19 epidemic, the vulnerability of enterprises is further
revealed, facing of shortage of funds, encountering the problem of high financing
threshold. After completing all the credit assessment processes, the time for
financing applications is too long that the enterprises are often unable to get
immediate help. Capricorn hopes to adopt a more convenient way by providing
more convenient channels for enterprise financing in an efficient and safer way
and integrate with the diversified assets on the chain. Capricorn will take the
traditional financial assets on the chain as value support and operation medium
through NFT technology. We will give full play to its own advantages and empower
traditional businesses.



CAPTURE OF VALUE

Capricorn Protocol realizes value capture in the following aspects and feeds the
benefits to the protocol stakeholders.

Seigniorage
In the process of minting CUSD, the Asset Reserve Bank will charge 0.5% of the 
minted value as seigniorage.

Loan Service Fee
When users borrow assets from the Asset Reserve Bank, the users are required to 
pay 0.001% of the loan amount as Loan Service Fee.

Collateral Precipitation for Extra Income
A certain percentage of idle collateral in the Asset Reserve Bank will be re-invested 
in the Yield Aggregators in the DeFi market for earning extra income.

Treasury
The seigniorage, fees and incomes from the Capricorn Protocol will be collected 
into the Treasury, which provides dynamic for the CUSD ecosystem. In the future, 
CPT holders can govern the Treasury by voting



GOVERNANCE

Capricorn Protocol builds CapricornDao and governs based on this organization.
The operations of the Protocol shall be managed by initiating a proposal and
voted by all CPT holders,

These proposals include, but are not limited to:
• Adjustment of asset pool
• Increase or decrease of on-chain asset types in a basket
• Adjustment of Seigniorage
• Adjustment of lending service fee
• Income distribution method
• Expansion of application scenarios

Once the proposal is approved, the CapricornDao is responsible for facilitating the
implementation of the proposal.



ROADMAP

Q3 2021
Form the team
Get initial funding
Analyse competing products

Q4 2021
Determine the Algorithmic collateral-
based coin  Model
Determine project expansion strategy
Development of Capricorn Protocol 
V1

Q1 2022
Token financing
Seek potential business partners for 
cooperation
Preliminary marketing promotion

Q2 2022
Completed Capricorn Protocol V1: Asset 
Reserve Bank development
Token financing
Marketing promotion and establishment of 
cooperation with KOL

Q3 2022
Live TestNet
Improve our operational documentation
Establish IDO cooperation with incubation 
platform
Form the community
Found Capricorn labs

Q4 2022
Completed NFT Asset Adapt, Lending Market 
module development
List CEX
Launch usage scenarios with enterprises

Q1-2 2023
Capricorn Protocol V2
Collateral diversification
Cross-chain development



TEAM

Eric Lau
Vice President of BOA International Securities, former
Branch GM of Bank of East Asia (China). Mr. Lau received a
master's degree in Corporate Governance and was the
Associate of the Hong Kong Chartered Governance
Institute. Other than finance sectors, he also participated
in a number of fintech, biotech and technology
transformation projects as advisor, accumulating for more
than 20 years experience in the fields of finance, corporate
operations and management, and risk management.

Bryan Teh
Co-founder of Malaysia Jewish Minset Entrepreneur
Seminar, we have conducted seminar for 5,000
Entrepreneur in Malaysia, 1,000 Entrepreneur in
Singapore. Impact certified Business Coach and Speaker,
10 years in Business Academy field, Chairman of
International Entrepreneurs Business Conference Awards,
Degree on Business Development, more than 20 years of
business experience

Harvey Fung
Bachelor of Business Studies, University of Greenwich, UK
Engaged in the financial industry for more than 15 years,
served as the head of Hong Kong Bright Smart Securities
& Commodities Group Limited and China Oceanwide
International Finance, Mr. Fung holds the qualifications of
practitioners and responsible persons of the Hong Kong
Securities and Investment Institute-securities and futures,
and securities and futures intermediary license



TEAM

Mac Chan
The pioneer of the freeze-dried honey market in Malaysia,
the co-founder of the original product trading on behalf
of the United States in Southeast Asia, the founder of e-
commerce promotion in Malaysia, the development
partner of China-Malaysia-Korea gene-free stem cell
technology, the founder of the community development
chain distributed catering industry. Mac is active in
Southeast Asia , Mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan
markets, with rich community and industry resources. He
is also the founder of Malaysia’s largest community and
blockchain business school.

Choon Yee, Soh 
Founder of RE-LIVE Entertainment in Malaysia, new media
network marketing and brand specialist, well-known KOL
in Malaysia. Choon is proficient in six languages including
English, Malay, Chinese, etc. The anchor category of her
company RE-LIVE Entertainment involves blockchain,
investment, beauty produces and etc. As an early
blockchain participant, Choon is well versed in the
operation and maintenance of blockchain branding.

Dicky Leong
Former COO of Alibaba Malaysia Channel Partner (Gloali
Sdn. Bhd.) Former CEO of Shop Plus Sdn. Bhd. Former
Vice President of Malaysia E-commerce Association (MEA)
A keen and entrepreneurial individual with more than 10
years of experience in the fields of information technology,
specialising in e-commerce and digital transformation. He
aspires to a truly borderless business achieved by
upgraded business models and the utilization of leading-
edge technology.



CONCLUSION

Capricorn Protocol is focused on the operations of the collateral-based coin CUSD,
creating decentralized lending services, and connecting real-world assets and
customers applying with NFT technology. While using innovative DeFi technology
and ideas to add new value on the traditional businesses and bring changes to the
current financial system.

Nowadays in the financial system, only the largest enterprises can enter the real
capital market. Most traditional enterprises can only rely on banks for financing.
Due to the lack of open and transparent market operations, low efficiency and
high transaction costs, some small enterprises are not qualified to enjoy
competitive financing costs. DeFi is a new and developing fintech system that is
open to all people in the world without any threshold. We hope Capricorn can
combine the advantages of DeFi to bring all borrowers who have not been able to
obtain the liquidity benefits of DeFi so far. As an open platform, we allow anyone
to start credit funds on the chain and create collateral pools. We also provide
token rewards, and investors can get additional benefits by participating in the
ecosystem.

For example, what we know as bill processing in the supply chain, the payments
are always deferred and so liquidity of the enterprise is highly affected. Through a
new B2B open business protocol, business data can be integrated on a
decentralized public network, thus creating great value, and generating more new
cases and applications, including open capital market, supply chain and smart
contract, and then further extended to fast processing of payment transactions
when delivering goods and services.

In the future, Capricorn will transform into a totally decentralized collateral-based
coin issuance and financing protocol, interacting, and cooperating with different
blockchain sectors, reactivate the idle financial resources, and empower
traditional industries. For example, in the supply chain sector, traditional supply
chain finance may have many problems in the operations, such as the authenticity
of financing vouchers e.g., invoices, transportation document and title documents;
and the credit limit of core enterprises cannot be utilized effectively and efficiently
by needed designated party. This may break the supply chain in some extents,
especially the low-end enterprises in the supply chain who facing the problems
such as long repayment collection cycle and financing difficulties. We can work
together with the users or participants to overcome all these problems by our
collateral-based coin lending protocol, Capricorn Protocol.
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